
 

 

 
 

AGENDA 
 

1. Attendance 
 
Apologies: Nigel Makin 
 
Invited: David Giles and Jackie Stockman, Brixham Town Council 
              Harry Bower, Brixfest 
  
Attendees: J. Shaw, Chair 
                      M Choppin, Vice Chair and Sunday Markets  

        M Crabtree, Treasurer  
                    M. Green, Secretary 
                    Liz Pippett, Tourism 
                    C Slack, Arts & Craft Market 
                     Lynne Peets, Membership 
 
2. Meeting notes – agreed. 
 
3. BRIXFEST – Harry Bower 
 
Harry wanted to come to the Chamber since the chamber were integral in the setting up of the 
festival, which proved to be highly successful this year. He outlined the festival’s approach to 
funding, which is to target larger businesses rather than small single owner operations. With the 
cost this year being £28,000 to run, the committee are in the position of deciding whether to cap at 
current levels or expand. He outlined other funding sources but stated that, with their applications 
for grants turned down, they made a loss this year, which is not sustainable.  
 
He would like the chamber to be more closely involved with the festival. If the two organisations 
work together then this could be a useful opportunity for both. He discussed how the operation 
works, outlined some of its future plans and asked for suggestions from the chamber as to how we 
could work together. Mention was made of a history trail which the exec was interested in being 
involved with. 
 
JS suggested that we send out a questionnaire to members asking for information as to how this 
year’s festival impacted upon their business. With Brixfest being a destination tool, the festival has 
significant potential for raising footfall in Brixham. Overall, the exec felt that greater involvement 
would be a very good idea. 
 
4. Successful BID – Transition Period –Nigel and Alex 
Close but bid approved with B&Bs all in favour within Brixham. Food establishments passionately 
against it with some stating that they did not know that they had to vote. Since they are now in the 
situation that it is a legal requirement to pay, their resentment is understandable but hopefully the 
new board will win them over with its actions. Some food establishments were firmly in favour. 
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Caroline Custerson wrote to Alex stating that a transitional board is now being set up and outlining 
the process that now follows. With destination marketing so important, there are immediate steps 
to set up a new website while, amongst other plans, an extended advertising programme will 
shortly begin on Sky.  
 
MG to invite Laurence Murrell and C. Custerson to next executive meeting (in September) with JS 
keen for a Brixham candidate to be included in the election process for representatives so that 
Brixham has a voice in the decision making processes for the bay. 
 
Liz outlined how other marketing departments are combining in the face of budgets being 
withdrawn. 
 
5. Brixham Youth Genesis – Request for Funding and update on poster competition 

6. Christmas Market & Lights 

This was discussed in the light that BTC has asked the chamber for a donation of £1000 towards 
putting on the market. Opinions were divided since the council wishes to retain all funds from 
stallholders, potentially putting the chamber in the position of funding the market which the council 
then uses as a funding stream to contribute to their wider budget for the lights. MC to go back to 
the council and negotiate the arrangements before a decision is made. 

7. Torbay Hour Social Media Awards 

The Chamber has been asked if we would consider sponsoring one of the awards, which are 
based on the following categories:  

• Best Twitter 
• Best Facebook 
• Best Mixed Media campaign (video, photo, design) 
• Best Charity 
• Love Torbay 
• Best Blog 
• Best Cross Platform campaign 
• Best New Business 
• King and Queen of Social Media.  

 
The Awards Night is September 2nd at The Redcliffe Hotel, Paignton.  
 
Sponsorship of a category (excluding King/queen) is £275 and benefits will include:  
• Logo and links to website on dedicated website 
• Regular tweets (min 1x per day) on Torbay Hour Twitter Account and on Facebook when 
Awards are publicised 
• Inclusion in all press releases  
• inclusion in the event programme 
• 2 complimentary tickets to Awards 
• Opportunity to present award 

 

Pros and cons were discussed with the organisers being asked to plug our sponsorship through 
the auspices of the Love Brixham website in conjunction with the Brixham Chamber of Commerce. 
Jacqui would like us to consider sponsoring the best new business award with Alex F being point 
of contact. If they go ahead with our branding then that’s fine but, if not, then the chamber will take 



a step backwards. Similarly the exec voted only to sponsor the best new business award rather 
than any other category. 

8. Erection of welcome sign on harbour - Tor 2 Quote £452.07 subject to VAT at the standard rate 

Gordon Gout has asked the chamber for funding to resite the big banner that was over the derelict 
Threshers building at the top of Fore Street. The exec were not convinced that this was a good 
use of funds and so have asked for: 

i.  An inspection of the banner to see what condition it is in; 

ii.  We would like to see some alternative quotes, eg from Steve Parrot, Steve Holdup and 
Amberon.  

iii.  Information regarding alternative sites for the banner to be hung. 

Liz is going to inspect the banner so a decision is going to be deferred until the next executive 
meeting. 

9. Big Belly Bins 

David and Jacqui reported back on the teething problems faced by the trial. Tor 2 have been 
resistant to the project with some of their actions invalidating the usefulness of some of the 
information gathered to date. They have been emptying the bins when they are showing green – 
when they do not need to be emptied - and insist that, under health and safety regulations, it takes 
two operatives to empty a bin unless they are fitted with a special liner that can be used like a 
wheelie bin. This has not been the case with other authorities only using a single operative since 
the bins, when compacted, weigh 21kg – less than the weight of a bag of cement. In addition, they 
have not been emptying the bins at the weekend, especially on Sundays. 

Their attitude is disappointing since no big belly bin trial anywhere in the country has failed or 
encountered the problems that the Brixham trial is facing. Following this, the chamber has 
received a request to put in writing to Francis Hughes at Torbay Council, with copies to Mark King 
and Ian Hartley, the chamber’s displeasure with not only the initial problems but also both the 
unprofessional attitude displayed to date and the manner in which the data has been 
compromised. JS agreed and stated that she is going to write the necessary letter. 

Information: Pete Woodhead is the director of KIER/TOR2.(pete.woodhead@kier.co.uk) 

10.  Wayfinding Project 

MG presented an action plan for the project, with the expectation of progressing this under the 
auspices of Brixham Future. He will be meeting with David Giles and Ian Carr in the near future. 
The chamber agreed that the project should go forward. 

11.  Brixham Bunting  

MG presented an action plan for the project, outlining the steps that he would like to intitiate. All 
were in favour. 

 

 



12.  Executive Updates  

Treasurer: Matt proposed that Lynne be made a signatory on the account, which gives her access 
to statements. This is necessary for her role as membership secretary, specifically for the 
production of statements to ascertain whether or not members have renewed their subscriptions. 
JS then proposed that, as a security measure, the chamber adopt the protocol that no cheque 
shall be issued without Matt’s – or other subsequent treasurer’s – signature upon the cheque 
concerned. All agreed. 

Other projects were discussed so that MC could plan the chamber’s finances accordingly, the 
main focus being destination marketing to the benefit of Brixham. 

Date of next meetings       

• Executive Meeting 13th September, Brixham Yacht Club  

• General  Meeting:   26th July, 2016 The Berry Head Hotel  

           27th September, 2016 The Berry Head Hotel 

           22nd November, 2016 The Berry Head Hotel 

 


